ANGELINA JOLIE
SEXUAL ATTRACTION & INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS
The intensity of your attraction for men is described here and the excitement, emotional
conflicts, and embarrassment, this brings is described in this part of your profile.
However, the root of your embarrassment is powerful sexual and sensuous feelings.
These you can integrate by accepting and expressing constructively, or repress finding
them shameful and keeping them secret which is the root of anti-social conduct. If
repressed they explode in your late thirties and early forties as a mid-life crisis. The
acceptance or rejection of these feelings determines your success in a long term
relationship.
These feelings were the cause of your teenage rebellion and the relationship attitudes
which you developed. Now, as an adult you have matured and are on the way to
accepting these feelings. If puberty was painful you may have become stuck there
emotionally and need to deal with the feelings which were repressed. Friends can assist
just by being there and allowing you to talk about them. In extreme cases some form of
advice could be therapeutic or finding a mentor just as helpful.
Jupiter in 8th
Raging hormones exploded into your life when you reached puberty. Because, having an
intimate relationship that was sexual became an intense need for you, which you are
now either comfortable with or embarrassed by. Be careful you do not repress this
because you find your feelings hard to handle.
Because you are easily aroused sexually you were likely to be active early. Your
enthusiasm to get so close to men, that you become part of them is uncomfortable for
them. Learn how to relate, without scaring men off. You need to learn to share with
man and not be too secretive in relationships. What you want is to be intimate on a
feeling level and sex is a way of getting that close.
Relationships for you are full of power struggles "if you do not give me I won't give you",
in the extreme you become punishing. If you feel betrayed by your partner, that is the
end, there is no way back. Everything concerning lovers and omen is extreme. You
need to share your life with another and will direct most of your enthusiasm towards
this. It is as if you need the emotional support of a man to get what you want. In
relationships you can be extremely controlling dominating and manipulative. You may
need therapy. In love it is all or nothing - love or hate. Be prepared for heart ache.

MAJOR INFLUENCES UPON INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS
In the section on assertion we looked at how you use your energy to get what you want
from life and how successful you are. Now we look at how you use this energy to chase
men, and try to win a husband.
Mars in Sagittarius
Since adolescence you have been over the top with men, full of bravado and sexual
confidence. Strange that you have not learnt it's hardly a turn on. You exude an
animalistic sexuality, that of a warrior or pirate. The "love'm and leave'm" type of
character. Really you are only interested in conquest and moving on to new territory.
There are whole worlds to be seduced you know, Mata Hari.

Travel, adventure and learning is a partner for you. Adventurous and exotic men are
attracted to you. You are not interested in forming a serious relationship with any man,
wanting to be free to pursue your love of adventure and interest in education.
Therefore, it may be sometime before you marry or settle down to an intimate
relationship, as all that sort of stuff is too intense for you. When you do form a
relationship, it is likely to be with someone from another culture.
Mars in 10th
Political and professional concerns, dictate what you want from a man. Your sexuality
and desire for men is exposed and open for all to see. Therefore, you will attract
professional and ambitious men as lovers - you compete with them. You desire older
mature men - with experience of the world. You try to keep your desire for men hidden
and are cautious to whom you reveal it. Or equally you get unwanted public sexual
attention.
You are cautious and shrewd in whom you pick for a partner. One who is successful or
from a good family who can help you accomplish your ambitions. You are turned on by
status and authority. Any man who has that, you are hers. A potential social climber partners are chosen for their political correctness. On the other hand you have sexual
encounters with your professional colleagues, and relationships become a career for you.

ADOLESCENT RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
How good are you at meeting men and letting them know you like them.
******************* ATTENTION ************************
You are a highly sexed but immature woman. Being erratic and inconsistent with men
makes it hard for you to maintain a long-term relationship. Your timing in courtship is
all wrong you are either too cool and feign disinterest or come on too hot and eager and
scare men away. In adolescence you were probably not mature enough to handle men
or your sexual feelings towards them. Your relationships with men are based upon
sexual curiosity and little else - there is hardly any warmth. You want to experiment
with them or repress your desires. Your rashness and headstrong nature means you
tolerate no interference or restraint from partners. Because you are rebellious you
overreact to any attempt by them to control or direct you. You will need to learn how to
be constant with men.
**********************************************************

SUMMARY OF RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
Few aspects to Mars
This is a weak section of your profile, you may be shy with men. Niek Sc you seem to
lack passion and do not appear very interested in men. It's as though you do not know
how to relate to them or have only one way of approaching men. You are predictable.
Therefore, you need to learn different approaches to men or you may miss out.
-ooOoo-

EMOTIONAL MATURITY AND ITS EFFECT UPON RELATIONSHIPS
That is the most sensitive and guarded aspect of your horoscope. When you read this
you are looking into your depths. This you have kept secret for years and are frightened
of others finding out. It is also the part that you have wished to deny and ignore for
your comfort and safety. In reading this you are pulling back the covers and may be
delightfully surprised by what you read or shocked. In the heart of humans are very
powerful feelings that mask the pure desire to love and be loved. This mask is a thin
veneer of sophistication. Here is what lies under your veneer. At puberty these deep
feelings burst forth often chaotically and with confusion. This is where you exercise
control and power.
When someone reaches out to establish an intimate relationship with another person,
they are attempting to recreate the same feeling of intimacy and experience the love
they had with their mother in infancy. The powerful feelings that were alive then are
aroused when you establish an emotional and sexual bond with a lover or marriage
partner. We now look at those powerful feelings that existed early and emerged in
adolescence as you became sexually interested in men.
I will not go into this aspect in great detail because that would take a lecture on
repression and denial first with a complex description of the power-plays and
punishments that take place in people’s lives. Therefore, I will give you an outline of
how you experience your sexuality, attempts to control partners, etc. As well as some of
the generational and cultural influences of your time, that effect you socially and your
attitudes towards men and dating.
Pluto in Sagittarius
Pluto is in Sagittarius from 1995 into the beginning of the 21st Century. During this
time, society's various righteous beliefs and totems are radically changed. Many
traditional ideas are totally altered, if not completely destroyed.
You are part of a generation who is going to react against the intense monetary policies
of the '80s and "90's and the sexual revolution of the 60's. You are looking at
relationships in a much broader framework than society ever has and are beginning to
feel the benefits of the therapeutic work done through the seventies until the present
time, making people much more understanding and tolerant of each other. Sex will not
be a large part of your agenda, it is replaced by a need for companionship. You are in at
the start of a one planet society, which begins legislating tolerance for people's sexual
preferences. You will want to understand the deeper mysteries of human relationships
that go beyond sexual desire to the very nature of one’s relationship with god. Many of
society’s traditional relationships laws are irrevocably altered during this time.
Pluto in 11th
The intense desire at adolescence that you had to experiment sexually, you hide for fear
of rejection by men or ridicule by friends. Therefore, with friends you are controlling and
secretive. Friendships are intense and powerful affairs that are either plutonic or sexual.
Because you like to experiment sexually, you may think the only way of being friends is
by being physically intimate with them. You are sexually curious and experimental early
with friends. You are prepared to try anything once. Confusion occurs between who is a
friend and a lover. Learn to make this distinction.

SKILL AT ESTABLISHING INTIMATE EMOTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
What helps you establish a successful intimate relationship and what blocks your
attempts at bonding emotionally with a man is interpreted now.
TALENT: Confidence in your prowess as a lover and your maturity helps you in
relationships, and with dating men. Generally, you are not embarrassed, are generous
and kind to your partners - they like this. You seek companionship rather than an
intense sexual relationship and that is also appreciated. Your dates do not feel
pressured by you. You are courteous and adept at the old art of courting men and learn
from every new date you have. Dating is a voyage of discovery for you.
********************** ATTENTION

*********************

Thinking about sex and relationships a lot embarrasses you. You keep these thoughts
hidden, especially around men. As a result you are either both nervous and shy, not
saying a word in case you let it slip what you are thinking, or you are crude and offend
men with your coarse language and speech. This communication difficulty makes it hard
for you to tell men what you really feel. Or you do not listen to them. Therefore, to
establish a trusting relationship takes time for you and good communication is essential
to forming a good quality relationship.
***********************************************************
********************** ATTENTION ************************
You are embarrassed in adolescence by your desire for men and intimacy. Your intense
feelings of being unloved, blocks your relationship with men and your hope of being
intimate with anyone.
You resent them and that starts you off on the wrong foot and you go into relationships
with the idea that you will be rejected. Immediately, from the off you are annoyed with
them, men are objects to project your resentment on to and you may use them sexually
- to conquer and then reject. You may avoid men altogether - nobody loves you.
***********************************************************

INTIMACY SUMMARY
More than four aspects to Pluto
You are powerfully attractive to men. This attraction stirs many emotions for you
bringing excitement and embarrassment with men; satisfaction and shame. Your
passion and sensuous feelings which surfaced at puberty are now projected onto men,
who become the objects of your desire, often distracting you from other tasks. You may
become obsessed by one man or another.
This compulsion will influence many areas of your life and is a dominant part of your
personality. Once attracted to a man you have difficulty concentrating on anything till
you have seduced him. You need to know this section well, to guide yourself through
relationships. If not controlled properly, your energy explodes and in extreme cases can
lead to violence. You may be a Mata Hari or embarrassed and ashamed of your feelings.

Pluto aspects both helpful and difficult
Puberty and your dating years brought experiences with men that were complex and
contradicting. Your experiences were all mixed up. Emotionally, you are confused and
excited simultaneously. Sometimes you feel good about your sexual feelings and are
confident and then at other times acutely embarrassed and ashamed. You become
inconsistent with men so they are confused by you. You run hot and cold.
Positively these contradictions give you choice in how you behave with men, which
means that you become flexible. Sometimes you are positive and dynamic and at other
times embarrassed and awkward. Intimate relationships and sexual experiences with
men are a complex and challenging aspect of your life - your desire for them stimulates
growth, here you can never be complacent. Eventually you should become skilled at
expressing your intense feelings to men though that may not happen till your twenties or
early thirties. You should be a good counsellor or consultant because your ability to see
many sides of an issue.
-ooOoo-

